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I would like to thanks to everybody who tuck part in realizing this a little big book, with long, longy longitudinal, huge shadow, which spreads in both, the past and the future directions, but stays merged with here Lucky Luck in all presence, across the time-space. Feel free to jingle in harmony with vibrations imprinted in information, at this virtual paper medium, without to implement any paper jam, protecting the woods simultaneously, such as Share Wood, Holy Wood, Woody Pecker and Woodstock all together, along with all missing forests, which we are intending to replant worldwide, the soon the better. The project is already in draft, to get back the global harmony to match an universal harmony, allowing for abundance of life, implementing global reforesting, the life-supporting worldwide highest profitable project, across the history. One of pilot projects, as a part of grenydose, marvelous, super-duper fantastic serial of projects in draft, is of course, in left corner of the ringing ring... the huge Global-healing of Bermudian Triangle, presented in this white toilet paper eBook.

Thanks a lot for understanding in advance, and please receive my apology also in advance, if somebody personally is going to feel heat, after reading, or get some stomach muscular pain, or wet underwear cause of too much laughing – please do not feel free to blame me. It is not my intention to heart, or to make any damage, but rather to improve for balance, introducing maybe a strange method of laughing and crying jingling together, which doesn't hearth. The traces of sexual insinuations are possible to be content of this document, thus if somebody is not ready for such content, is advisable to stop immediately further reading of this marvelous, unique, extraordinary, super accurate, highly inspirative, thus for someone who could suffer from being high, without to use any drogs, maybe dangerous content.

Thanks for your attention and understanding in advance.

Your cinciraley
Vladimir Mikael

Abstract

It is well known that our home office and the whole planet, Mother Earth is ill. She is ill long, long time, but at the last time she is very ill - so ill that she dies... sad and sorrow... Therefore, the planet Earth must be healed, and finally recovered from illness, revealed from being under-covered with covers of darkness and brutality. She feels sad 'cause we, here children, don't love here enough, we have forgotten to love here, our home, the whole planet, our Mother Earth, with all here constitutive kingdoms, such as elemental forces are, arranged in in-dividable Life giving Cross - Tetragamatron - Cherub, well known under the name of JHVH, Jehova - who represents a Supreme Alchemy of Love - an Ultimate Equilibrium. In this paper jam absence work is described, how am I intending to perform the ritual of global healing, with an aim to initialize the whole planet, our Mother, to be more happy, in order to better and faster recover of all disasters, accumulated til recently. The performance should represent the combination of expressions of the fine art performance, and ritual practicing of very old fashion style, very traditional and still wide implemented, without any need for any kind of sacrificing, neither these, nor those.
The performance is planed to be documented, and published worldwide, at least particularly, because of possible delicate private content. Although, this project could seem to be non seriously on the first glance of view, it should not be misunderstood, as just imaginative, because of the magic of forgotten character of the nature of human beings, which is deeply rooted in the Nature in general. It is a magical ritual, with an aim to initialize a self-healing process on the large scale, all over the world as part of the global-healing program represented online at this site.

Project description

As well known, the planet Earth consists basically of elements, which represents the basement of the Life in general, such as Ether, Firer, Water, Air, and Earth. The elements are basically polluted, and our planet, Mother Earth is sad and lonely, or even better expressed, she is desperate. I'm an artist, one of many allover the world, who is intending to love her, our mother, the planet Earth, in very unique, but well known, very traditional way, to get here to feel better, in order to could faster recover of disaster, to stop here to be desperate, and in doing so to evoke her hope, based on direct contact with my body-soul-holy spirit unity, as unique expression of the Great Self, at some special geographical locations.

One of these geographic places is the famous Bermudian triangle, which consists of three tops, which are bounded to each other with imaginary lines: Miami Beach (= Maya mi Suka - in Russian), Puerto Rico (= Puerco Rito) and Bermudian Islands (= over underwear trousers, cause she yearns). The Bermudian triangle area is shown on the image above by the red lines.

It is well known, that since very long period of time, many vehicles have been disappeared there, such like airplanes, ships, and even submarines, briefly everything which looks similar to an male sexual organ - well known as penis in erection. While this famous triangle gulped all of these penis like objects, over the long period of time, it is easy to notify existence of certain correlations with a giant sexual organ, of the big Mama, our home planet Earth, we all love here a lot. The reason of this behavior is laying not in the matter of fact that, she wanted to hurt all these people within their vehicles, but rather in the matter of fact that, she felt lonely, and however wanted here lover - for shore.

Although, there are many more similarities with all another human beings allover the world, I've notified some non-conventional unique behaviors of my personality. It is impossible to describe them in all details, but I have the reasons to believe, that I'm skillful to initiate some miracles, related to self healing processes on global level of existence. It is the story about unique expression of the Holy Spirit through myself, the Great Spirit or Divine Self which includes everything, the Whole as unity of the entire Creation.

I was born as a dead boy, pretty big one, of violet blue skin color, with small, but hard prick between the legs of mine, so I'm perfect example of non incestuous, non rapist, non pervert mother fucker. It happened without my intention - I just have been hanged by the navel cord on the neck, till the death occurs, so I could be born already death. Then, when I've resurrected, and turn back in the life again, the doctors have recommended to my parents that I should be watched - and exactly this followed me all my life long. Somebody have misunderstood it, and have watching me deep in
my privacy – intentionally. As far as I grow up, I became a pretty big man, of two meter size, so I couldn't hide myself in the gray zone of average life. However, I have learn to hide some behaviors of mine, until the time arrived to openly start to shine the Inner Light of Divine origin toward the world with love. Because of this reason, I've got an idea to reintegrate the first part of autobiography, in mine non conventional artistic expression, intending to give some essential feedback to the Whole Creation. In this performance within Bermudian triangle, I'm going to play multiple roles in-team(ously) and simultaneously:

1- shaman priest who is performing the global-healing ritual on the large scale with intention to merge old and new age without to produce any conflict or collateral damages

2- mail gender lover of our planet and the Mother Earth - related to Shivah-Shakty lovers pear which is equal to fertilizing the Material world through the Holy Spirit which penetrates throughout

5- mail sexual organ itself, a penis or lingam which is going to penetrate in certain points of Bermudian triangle repetitively, again, and again, and again, in the rocky rock style, but gently

To explain the last role in details, I'm aware of this that I'm very close and synchronous related to the environment around me, as well as of the bi-directional correlation to the environment at all, in every moment of mine presence, overall. I'm also aware of the sexual related feeling I have, such as I'm doing very tightly penetration, inside of the environmental area which surrounding me. Better expressed, we both penetrating each other particularly, because the man is not limited with his own skin, but rather with the boundaries of the spherical aura around the physical body, with approximately 25 meters in diameter. To reiterate, I'm aware of the relationship with an environment in my everyday life, which I feel, as a kind of sexual relation, based on love, without the need for any pain to suffer, but rather to enjoy in each other. I'd be able to enjoy this marvelous relation, every single moment, even much better if I'd not be disturbed by some annoying invisible beings, which undermine me subversive and mean, attacking me by the fucking pain, which they projecting to me, and to the others around me, poisonous and destructive. I do even suppose that, at least some of them, are arrived from outer space. Regardless of this matter of fact, I have feeling that, I'm a huge lingam myself, who is erected toward the haven steadily. Of this reason, I have need to move around, to travel, to visit the sacred places, regardless if they are human made or natural origin, and to love the environment, living beings and the whole planet, at once. I've to remember you that, this is nothing new. It is very traditional relationship and expression of any single human being – depends on consciousness.

Otherwise expressed I feel as I'm an expression of Lord Shivah himself, representative and protector of all the living beings, except parasites, but not replacement for Him, something like an moving Om-Falos. Here is another sign among many others to confirm this statement:

Because I'm of Serb origin, this could be translated as Rac, as one of many names of people of the origin of same as mine. Some another expressions of the same name are: As, Ras, Rus, Srb, Sorb, Serb, Sirb, Surb, Syarab, Arab, Hot, Got, German, Sorbat, Corvat, among the others.

The combination of syllables Kur (cure) and Rac, means healing Rac, thus combined together results as kur-rac, pronouncing it on old fashion way, reading the phonemes, it transforms to the
meaning of penis on my mother language. It represents one more evidence of the role, just as described before. The significant difference between me as a human being, and my sexual organ, as a part of my body, is that I'm erected day over, and non-erected during the night, but the penis of mine, is mostly complementary in the time line - it is erected along the night, and non erected day over, depends on herself, a female gender man, a lover of mine, lovely person who takes care about it, one or more of them, who are loving me as well as I'm loving them. However, it should also not be very unique experience, but rather pretty common, and very old ancient traditional heritage, since Homo Erectus times.

Of this reason I'm intending to jump, into any single top of the Bermudian triangle, directly on the top of the both of my heads, which follows each other, but not without spreading the water surface, using the sensitive finger tops of stretched arms in front of the head of mine. In doing so, I'm going to penetrate under the ocean surface, first of all with the fingers of mine, followed by arms in order to milder the hit by the forehead, on the watt ocean surface, until I'm going to dive completely inside of here triangle deeply. In order to follow the most famous template, I'm going to repeat the process of jumping and diving, again and again, and again in my favor rocky rock style, without any need to misuse some drugs, thanks to the matter of fact that, I'm enough high and steady in the normal condition of mine everyday life. I am intending to repeat this process, as many times as necessary, in order to make both of us, me and my gorgeous global lover satisfied and happy, as it usually happens in the common sexual relations between the lovers independently of the possible differences in particular origins, traditions, confessions, as well as the shoes size and intensity of the feats smell of both of them.
Aims and goals

Along with removing stress of both lovers, as a basis of relaxed state, well known as initialization of recovering process, enlarging of joy for both parties takes place, which replaces any stress. In healing performance, I would need some assistance of a certain female and her two girlfriends, who should play the role of the female nature of the planet herself, who would be capable to support a lovers performance through personal presence on the terrain, without to feel any jealous. At least, it is triangle as well, as a second instance of the general fractal structure, thus I would feel protected and safe within, being in the middle point of this marvelous triangle of very female character.

Another primary aim is to enlarge the hope, to reconnect to the nature, to better synchronize with the natural elementary forces of surrounding area, but also in general, in order to transmit the message of peace and love, to stop any violence, regardless if it is natural or non-natural origin. The message is simple and very understandable to every adult all over the world, regardless of origin concerning the existence of the cognitive ability to communicate with environment, using
reasonable mind and emotional intelligence at the same time, which is very common and basic behavior of the human beings worldwide and far beyond.

Let's make love instead of making war. This historical sentence sounds however still very familiar and plausible to many people allover the world.

For instance, it is well known that, the Caribbean See is place of origin of many hurricanes of huge, but unfortunately very demolishing power, which produce regularly a huge damaging in environmental surrounding in wide area. The damages are not only material, but rather also the coral riff at the ocean ground along the American coast is demolished with huge water waves of immense destructive power. In certain sense, it is an expression of the protest of the elementary forces, caused by environmental pollution due to the mankind activities. I'm aware of this fact that, I'm communicating with these natural forces, since very long period of time. We love each other much, such as in case like very close relatives and friends are doing so. I have a feeling, I'm going to calm the elementary forces down, doing the healing performance at Bermudian triangle, loving them all, as well as the whole home planet Mother Earth herself, simultaneously. Stop the hurricanes, or calm them down would be of the greatest importance for the region, which includes many countries and many people who lives there.

If somebody would like to ask me which kind of warranties am I going to give them, for success of performance, I could just answer them to ask their home doctor which kind of warranties is he giving to his patients usually.

**Details**

First of all it would be necessary to build the team, and to spent some time together in order to match resonantly to each other.

Because of the lovers for-play, I've planed to visit Bermudian Islands as first place on the triangle top. We need to stay there above, at least ten days long, in order to could better accommodate in the new environmental surrounding, natural spirits, and domestic people, as well as to find the appropriate place for performing our performance.

After finishing the initiation, due to performing the investigation in Bermudas region, we are going to visit the Puerco Rito in order to make a cleansing lovers performance, and gently make here more sensitive to the presence of mine, here lover. It is also planed to last at least ten days long, of the same reasons as described above.

After finishing the initialization of the cleansing process of the Puerco Rito area, loving the planet Earth along with all elemental forces at once, we are going to visit the third top point on the Bermudian triangle, Miami Beach, to stay there at least ten days long, maybe even as twice as longer, in order to jump, and jump, and jump in the ocean water, again, and again, and again in rocky rock style... and to relax under the sunshine or even better in the shadow, in the mean time, enjoying the synchronous play of elements, and company of friends.

In the mean time, we could use the sealing boat preferable of catamaran style, to cross the triangle
Following plans for magnifying the results

After the time is gone, it would be great to visit the Machu Picchu in Peru, in order to kiss here lips, or maybe a face gently-mently as an gentleman lovers doing this. She is represented there as part of landscape, as shown at the picture above. It would be nice to stay in the region of Amazonian some time, visiting the famous waterfalls, some pyramids or such, as well as some old friends, in order to finish the lovers adventure properly and to merge all these happenings together. Depends on the budget it must not be a part of this first project but it could be, because it is regional close related to each other.

There is necessity to bear in mind that, on the opposite side of the globe there is situated another triangle with very similar properties, accordingly to the long term reports given by the sailors, who have survived their adventurously sailing across this region. Performing the healing lovers
performance, in the area of Bermudian triangle, I'm going to try to intensify the light from inside of myself, and to penetrate to the other side of the globe, with this Divine Light column of invisible vibratory radio wave band range - invisible for average people, but visible for average clairvoyants, as well as measurable using convenient measurement instruments, to perform a measurement of properties of bio-electric fields, which appear in surrounding of all living beings.

However it would be preferable to perform the similar performances, with similar aims also in this region of the globe, in order to magnify an overall global-healing effects. One more time, to highlight, the love is healing power. It is gentle emotion, which is foundation of the most completely bidirectional communication, among particular contributors, but also with the whole universe. Here described performance is just another presentation way of convenient process of love as communication in both ways, as exchange of energy, sharing an information among contributors, but also including an environmental field in communication, at all fractal levels of existence, inclusively the Whole united Universe.

Expectation

As it is already well known, accordingly to many reports, originate of many different sources, across the huge period of time, similar performances of healing characters, had been continuously performed along the long, long time, til recently. This very old practicing is still alive, thus it is performed by many healers, worldwide, in many different traditions, and sometimes also in very unique form of universal expression.

Many of this beautiful beings who perform the practicing of global healing, based on love without any violence against the living beings, and their environment, are connected all together, on the
global field of love, the basic, life supportive, all-pervasive background field.

The more one expects of the results of the healing rituals, the more could one be disappointed, based on expectation, which could cause the blocking of the realization. As far as expectation is away, the results appear slowly, such as they shame, cause they arrived too late. This must be changed concerning the global healing, because of time which is missing to play such an games, regardless how far are they traditional or not. No threading is applicable at this place, while the love is not possible neither to sell nor to by. Instead of to sacrifice something essential for staying alive and healthy, it is necessary to stop feed the blood thirsty, suffering thirsty beasts, such like artificial grafted cuckoo parasites, in order to allow to our Mother Earth, who is ill of this long term sadistic plague impacts, to can be finally able to defend herself from this ugly attackers and to start self-recovering processes, turning back to universal harmony, inclusively all living beings capable for staying in, and contributing to overall harmony.

Conclusion

Let me tell one more word about the matter of fact, how the traditional healing performances, based on loving the whole planet and far beyond, are affecting ourselves, our environmental surrounding, and the whole planet. Loving the planet Earth is so natural, that we all are already doing so, without to even think about the process of love, which is always in background. However, if we are aware of the process of love, we could even intensify an energy exchange, along with information imprinted within an energy content. Performing love, intentionally, implementing our full awareness along the time of executing, in advanced planned performance, such as theater piece, we are going to evoke the love emotions toward the planet, and to magnify an own energy, involved in always presented bidirectional communication processes with our environmental surrounding, which contributes in planetary content. Although, it is similar to a kind of theater, the frame is not as fixed as it is mostly the case in the theater performances since, the actors are both visible and invisible, such as for instance in case of elemental forces, or natural spirits, who tuck place gladly within the theater piece.

The scenario of healing performance is simplified; very basic; scene is natural; an aim is to support relaxed feeling, and to pay attention to energy exchange processes in our environmental surrounding and within ourselves, as well as among each other, without to disturb the natural energy flow, enjoying in exchanging an energy of love. A common aim is to match the harmony, to feel it, and to try to implement this matching statement, statically as well as dynamically, contributing in doing so, to harmony at all. The harmony is resonant process, which is going to amplify an implemented energy intensity, accordingly to resistance we have built in, within our body-souls-spiritual subsystems.

Exchanging an energy resonantly, we are not going to suck each another, in order to increase our energy level, but rather to let to be filled with healing energy in natural way, the far we are capable to receive. It is necessary to understand an exchange process, as alternating of receiving and giving, regardless who is involved within and how far. Therefore, the ultimate energy to be exchanged, in bidirectional communication way is love, which origin is of higher fractal level, such as in our case the planet Earth herself, represents the gateway to the whole universe. We are all the time long, bounded to the whole planet, in resonant manner, cross over an environmental surrounding, we are
covering with our aura, the bio-energy field, which is of high level ordered fractal structure property. Of this reason, we are enjoying much more in natural surrounding, then in high urbanized areas, communicating with elemental forces in our nearest area, who are supporting us to even better match the overall harmony of love.

The healing performance represents neither sorcery nor illusion, but rather the performance of the fine art and fine emotional expressions. If it would succeed to fulfill just particularly an aims presented in this document, the results would be of immense common global interests. This represents, however, binding of one unique expression of the Great Divine Self, which includes every single self, allover the world, and which is never selfish, along with some environmental limited spirits, intentionally applying the energy of love, as the highest form of communication, which is always of bi-directional nature. This binding with love, results with pulling them up to reconnect completely to the global field of love, to overcame their local limitations.

It is impossible to complete this ritual kind of performance alone, but rather in-team. Feel free to take part in this project, for instance like a donor, or however else you think it would be the best way to support it, exclusively in non violent way. Only if there are some enemies who insists to stop us to finish the cleansing ritual successfully, they could be stopped violently, preferable before they cause any damages. There is no place for cuckoo representatives, which intend to avoid a lovers game to be, insisting in leading, inter-mediating, and finally, replacing the love with some horror brutality.

I would like to please you to be aware of the matter of fact that it is going about a very delicate private act, so it needs a discretion in order to protect a private sphere and support the influence of fine emotions which are of essential importance for success of this act, or let us say performance, ritual or awesome relation, of very sexual penetration, within our next elementary surrounding environment on purpose of global healing and overall benefits.
Depends on budget, here described experimental lovers trip, could be even thought repeated in the future, with slightly different routes, with an aim to increase an effects of cleansing the nature on the global level, by involving the local natural related spirits into global-healing, based on love instead of on violence.

Feel free to out figure the multiple meanings within of the content of this text. If all of them supporting each other they could be expression of the Higher Self, and therefore could produce some kind of resonant vibration within our body-soul-spiritual unique expression of the Supreme Self, by implementing an self-sustained template of jingling bell. Normally, just by recognizing these regular expressions, will cause laughing or some another deep feeling which also is going to support both the global and local healing.

**Sponsorship and partnership**

Sponsorship and partnership is needed to complete this work.

To realize in this paper described project, it would be necessary to organize professional team, which also includes the voluntaries. We all together are simultaneously going to perform the charities just by taking part in materializing some parts of this project, of magnifying of love on Earth aims and properties. The significant money win potential is presented in form of captured documentations, which could serve as source for producing some, for publicity interesting documentaries, which could be resoled to some broadcasting companies, to make it available to as many people as possible worldwide, in order to share the information, but also to let all of them being involved in the global-healing processes, magnifying expected effects in doing so.
To avoid the censorship we should carefully develop the plan of executing the project together, and present the material to match all needs of the global healing aims, and simultaneously to do not disturb nobody. Lastly, although the material is natural sexual related, it is not intended to be of pornographic, but rather erotic content, from one point of view at least. As average adults, we are aware of the matter of fact that everywhere around us it is erotic content, already provided as is. It addresses this basic behavior of mankind which flavors our lives, all the life long, regardless if we are, or how far are we sexual active or not. Indeed, the remembering of the matter of fact that, understanding is the bridge, which makes us capable to cross over the darkness of ignorance, we should not destroy our sexuality, and let it behind us, but rather let it stay steady, regardless how often, and if at all, it is going to be used, ever or never. This essential bridge supports our tolerance toward the people, even though if they are of different opinions as we are, supporting an overall unity thus global and local harmony, and abundance of life in general.

The whole process described in this paper, at least the part of it, which is of non private content, so it can be shared across the publicity, is going to be documented in order to be published, as a kind of documentary movie, or similar. All sponsors are going to be listed as special helpers, if they want to, not only taking a part in global healing performance, supporting a planet by being involved in magnifying a simple love toward here, but rather are intending to take the main role in the process of materialization of this happening, as sponsors. Of these reasons, feel free to take part in this performance as the sponsor, who is giving with love and is capable to receive the love back, rather then the censor, whose aim is to disturb the process of materialization of global healing based on loving the whole planet Earth.

Preferable business model, implemented to reach the aim of project, is to collect some funds by sponsorship, but also to build the partnerships with investors, they are not going to intend to disturb the realization with insisting on warranties on success, as creditors in common case are doing. In doing so the risk of disturbance could be lowered, allowing them to take part in realization, in sharing a profit, as well as in organizing PR, reselling, broadcasting, and so on. The funds collected by reselling the informational material, could particularly be implemented on some another projects of healing purposes, such as reforesting of devastating areas, revealing the lost environmental balance, or similar, with intention to involve domestic people in realization, supporting unity and stability in doing so. The project is intended to be realized in region of Bermudian triangle, as well as far beyond its boundaries, depends on needs and circumstances, realizing a number of pilot projects of common goods in small scale, which could also be documented, with an aim to resell, and share the results and documents, accordingly to the legacies, and agreements with local governments of the particular countries, where the realization of projects should take place.

After finishing the first part of the project, and collecting the raw documentary material, it would be needed to assemble it properly, combining it with some another, already present resources, with an aim to get an optimal mixture, documentary, and movie presentation, which contains an accurate information of global healing resonant content. Depends on budget, the project could be materialized in either professional, or amateur production level, but in both cases, there is immense potential to justify on investment, and to earn the profit, far beyond any expectation, depends on presentation quality, public relationship, and absence of intentional disturbance. The dead time depends on available budget, as well as on plan, team harmony, and unpredictable occurrences.

The time to finish the part of project, concerning production, would at least amount a half a year, after collecting raw material. Depends on PR, reselling, satisfying a legacy structures, among the others, the project could be completed and implemented worldwide at appropriate time. It is to
expect that the publishing is going to be realized in the first year after the journey, depends on harmony between all factors which influence both investment and realization, exclusively an unpredictable cases.

In order to optimize the creativity and efficiency, the influence of the third person on the creative process, such as curios watchers, kapellmeister, leaders, spies, or similar is going to be minimized.

Copyrights

The raw documentary material as well as finished product have to be protected of abusing, such as in giving wrong reports or similar, thus all rights reserved, without to interfere the spreading of information. It is notified that there is tendency to annul all efforts made on global-healing purpose, introducing ridiculously violence, and even killing the human beings, in the name of ill equalizing evil and good, serving in doing so extremely destructive criminal forces, disturbing a love, and replacing it with brutality. This disgusting criminal practicing, which produce global catastrophe, must definitely be stopped. Lastly, the global healing performance is intended to be implemented on global healing purposes, as kind of prayer, giving and receiving with love and gratefulness, which includes everyone, who is capable for harmony and love, supporting the abundance of life in general.

Here is described an idea of common benefits, which could be re-implemented for magnifying the global love, on global-healing purpose, worldwide, accommodated to better match the local limitations, such as in case of sexual expressions, it could be expected to be implemented. However, any kind of wrong equalizing by introducing un-love, anger, bleeding, or any other kind of raping, has to be strictly avoid. Exactly these kind of destructive behaviors are intended to be blown away, implemented global-healing lovers performance, which is always of global character.

Feel free to be inspired by performance introduced in this document, and to develop your own expression of possible scenario, based on your own experiences, with an aim to match the common benefits of global healing based on increasing the love and abundance of life, in best possible way.

I'd like to please you to try to keep the spirit of unifying the opposed characters, without to involve any destructive force, being capable to supporting each other, and to do not disturbing a gentle love emotions, as results of devotions, which are going to result in fine emotions of love embraced with laughing and crying simultaneously, as a well known brand of a good lovers movie.
Gratitude

If you would like this book, and maybe have a few coins leftover, I would appreciate to get them, to improve the content of my refrigerator, among the others closets. Feel free to buy one or another eBooks of mine, although you could read them free of any charge, just because they are cheep, if nothing else. If you would not find a usage, you could any time-space thrown them away in your recycling bin, without to produce any collateral waste or to disturb the balance in environmental surrounding. And furthermore, if you are hungry for to get information about the presentation material in draft, feel free to visit a global-healing portal site, where you could free of charge browse under numerous projects, and lough & cry of non being sad reasons, because its too much of these shit already presented worldwide.

Thanks a lot, light, love and peace, harmony and abundance of life, among the others best wishes,

Vladimir Mikael

Berlin, 2015